Non-plug technique of bilayer patch device insertion for indirect inguinal hernia repair
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Abstract

Background/Aim. Despite a huge success in decrease rate of recurrences of inguinal hernia in mesh and “plug in” techniques, a new problem appears such as chronic pain and other complications. The aim of this paper was to present the original modification of bilayer patch device (Prolene Hernia System®, Ethicon) insertion in “non-plugged” fashion and 11-year experience with this open technique for the indirect hernia repair in a male. Methods. This retrospective study included 96 male patients with 103 indirect unilateral and bilateral inguinal hernias, operated due to a primary or recurrent hernia in an 11-year interval (2004–2015). In all operation an extended Prolene Hernia System® (PHS) bilayer patch device was inserted medially of inferior epigastric vessels through a small incision in Hasselbach’s triangle, thus avoiding plug component of device connector into the internal ring. All data were taken from the medical records, operative protocols, and telephone questionnaire. Results. Non-plugged technique of bilayer patch device insertion was presented in details. Mean age of patients was 59 years. There were 3 (2.91%) patients with procedure-related complications, two patients with postoperative seroma and one with scrotal ecchymosis. There were 86 (89.6%) patients who answered on the questionnaire. During 11 years of following, recurrence of a hernia occurred in 1 patient, one had funiculocele and only one had chronic pain during 6 months. Almost all patients (97.68%) were satisfied with the procedure and results of hernia surgery. Conclusion. Non-plugged insertion of bilayer patch device is a safe technique for solving the primary and recurrent indirect inguinal hernias. The low incidence of the recurrence and chronic pain many years after the operation justifies this technique even in hospitals not specialized for the hernioplasty. Key words: hernia, inguinal; surgical procedures, operative; surgical mesh; treatment outcome; pain, postoperative; surveys and questionnaires.
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Introduction

The evolution of an inguinal hernia’s repair has gone through the phase of simple reposition, tension techniques based on Bassini’s technique, and mesh techniques, open or laparoscopic [transabdominal preperitoneal (TAPP), totally extraperitoneal (TEP)] 1–4. “Plugged in” techniques are based on the insertion of synthetic, non absorbable, semi absorbable or absorbable materials into the internal inguinal hiatus, the weak point where the indirect inguinal hernia appears. 5–6. Although there has been a huge success in decrease rate of recurrences in mesh and “plug in” techniques, a new problem appears such as chronic pain, erosive complications of intraperitoneal organs and rejection of artificial material 7–11. An ideal technique for an indirect hernia’s repair is still not established.

Bilayer patch device (Ethicon, Prolene Hernia System® (PHS) Extended) made of polypropylene is three-dimensional mesh, with two patch layers (underlay and onlay) attached to the connector in order to keep both patches stable. It has been in use for the last 20 years. Although it was created as a two-layer patch (underlay and onlay) this device has a plug component connector. After the preparation of hernia’s sac and reposition in preperitoneal space, the connector is placed through the internal inguinal hiatus and onlay patch is placed in preperitoneal space. In original technique, the spermatic cord is located close to the connector and it can be compressed above through the internal inguinal hiatus, so the space for the spermatic cord is created laterally through the narrowest side of onlay mesh. Onlay mesh has to cover the space between internal oblique’s muscle and inguinal ligament 6–12.

“Plugged in” component has been accused of the late complications in an indirect hernia’s repair with this technique in some papers 8–9.

The aim of this paper was to explain in details the original modification of bilayer patch device insertion in non-plugged fashion and 11-year clinical experience with this technique, as well as early, midterm and late results for the male indirect hernia repair in the tertiary surgical institution not specialized for hernia surgery.

Methods

This retrospective study included 96 male patients operated due to indirect primary or recurrent inguinal hernias between November 2004 and December 2014. Among them, 7 patients had bilateral inguinal hernias, in total numbers of 103 indirect hernias. All the operations were done by one general surgeon in the tertiary surgical institution specialized for thoracic and esophageal surgery. All the patients received preoperatively one dose of antibiotics. All hernioplasty procedures were done under general anesthesia. In all operations, an extended PHS mesh was used with non-plugged insertion technique with bilayer patch device (PHS®, Ethicon). All patients were discharged from the hospital on first postoperative day.

All data were taken from the medical records and operative protocols. For late complications and quality of life, a subject-related questionnaire was made and fulfilled during the telephone call. The focus was intolerance of patch, chronic pain, recurrent hernias or other complications on intraperitoneal organs.

Operative technique

With the skin incision of about 4 cm above the inguinal canal, the fascia of abdominal external oblique muscle was opened from the spermatic cord to internal inguinal ring. After the identification of spermatic cord structures and nerves of inguinal region, the hernia sac was dissected, pulling back into preperitoneal space without resection. Original modification of the technique did not include a preperitoneal space for underlay patch through internal ring, but medially from the inferior epigastric blood vessels in Hesselbach’s triangle, by making a small incision of about 15 mm on transversal fascia, parallelly with the inferior epigastric blood vessels (Figure 1a), where the PHS connector were placed.

In preperitoneal space (space of Borgos), a place for the underlay patch was made with moist gauze covering the internal hernia hiatus from the back side (Figure 1b). Lateral and lower end of the underlay patch was set above the femoral blood vessels. In this fashion, the connector of the bilayer patch device PHS was positioned on the spot where a direct hernia could hypothetically appear. The underlay patch covered internal hernia hiatus and all the other weak points of preperitoneal space of inguino-femoral region.

The small Y incision was made on the longest diameter of the onlay patch on about 15 mm from the connector and the spermatic cord was placed through it (Figure 1c). Above the spermatic cord, the transected part of the onlay mesh was approximated with Prolene 2.0 stitches except for the Y incision.

The onlay mesh has to cover the pubic tubercle for 2 cm and to be sutured with Prolene 2.0 for the inguinal ligament, and for the internal oblique muscle, but avoiding iliohypogastric nerve. The upper part of the onlay mesh was pushed beneath the external oblique muscle aponeurosis and...
sutured with usually six Prolene 2.0 stitches. The operation was finished with the skin sutured.

Results

A total of 96 male patients with 103 indirect inguinal hernias were operated by non-plugged insertion of bilayer patch device technique. The mean age of patients was 59.26 (range, 27–91 years). In 49 (51%) patients the hernia was on the right side, in 40 (41.7%) patients on the left side, while 7 (7.3%) had bilateral hernias. The primary indirect inguinal hernia was seen in 96 (93.2%) and the recurrent indirect inguinal hernia in 7 (6.8%) patients.

In patients with bilateral indirect hernias we did the same procedure on both sides using the same original modification. There were 7 (6.8%) patients with recurrent indirect hernias, where operation lasted for a longer time and where the identification of inguinal anatomy was more difficult, but the same procedure of mesh insertion was done.

Figure 2 shows data about a number of operated patients per year. Our institution is a low-volume center for hernioplasty with 3 to 17 operations per year.

Among 96 operated patients, 86 (89.6%) patients answered all questions and 10 (10.4%) patients died in the meantime, so the information was given by their families.

After the modification of non-plugged PHS mesh insertion, there were 3 relating problems regarding the procedure, of which two (1.94%) lesions of epigastric vessels and one (0.97%) accidental damage of hernias bag. There were 3 patients with early postoperative complications: two (1.94%) patients with seromas and one (0.97%) patient with scrotal wall ecchymosis. Late postoperative complications appeared in 3 patients, chronic pain in one patient, funiculocoele in other patient and one recurrence hernia (0.97%).

The patient with recurrence of a hernia had complicated pelvic fracture due to the traffic accident a year before the primary operation. He appeared 4 years after the PHS operation, with a contralateral new inguinal hernia. That new hernia was operated with the same PHS modification technique, while the recurrent hernia was solved with additional onlay patch, without taking out the previously inserted PHS mesh.

The patient with the funiculocoele had the other operation in the other hospital, and the PHS mesh was taken out. However, the previous operator and the other hernia surgeon expert claimed that it was not the relapse.

Among all 86 operated patients, 84 (97.68%) were found to be satisfied with the result of the operation, 1 (1.16%) patient was unsatisfied with the operation.

The unsatisfied patient in this study reported his disappointment with the laparoscopic appendectomy which was performed in the same act.

The follow-up period after the surgery in surveyed patients is shown in Figure 3.
Over 4 years of follow-up, there were 46 (53.5%) patients and 48 (52.2%) indirect hernias.

**Discussion**

In the original description about the usage of PHS mesh for the indirect hernias, the connector is set as the plug in the internal inguinal ring, and the opening for the spermatic cord is set centrally or laterally, but in both cases, the spermatic cord is in the contact with the connector. In our modification, we decided to place the connector medially of inferior epigastric blood vessels, avoiding the pressure on the spermatic cord providing underlay mesh much easier to place into preperitoneal space. In this position, the connector is not in the contact with the intraperitoneal organs, but only underlay mesh. The onlay mesh is set identically as in the Lichtenstein technique. In this fashion, the onlay mesh sutured with the six Prolene 2.0 stitches prevents the migration of the underlay mesh. With this position of the connector and the both meshes, a double protection of internal inguinal hiatus is achieved and the spermatic cord is not compressed by the connector in the internal inguinal ring.

Potentially weak spot on transversal fascia is protected with the connector and the appearance of the recurrent hernias is prevented.

Positioning of PHS meshes in this fashion is very important in cases of large indirect inguinal hernias or with accidental lesions of hernia sac (one patient in this study), due to medial position of the connector, so there is no risk of hernia sac re-damaging while creating the space for the underlay through the internal inguinal ring.

Using this method, we did not have a complication like the migration of the mesh or damaging of intraperitoneal organs, like it is described in some recent papers about classical PHS technique. We had only one recurrent hernia, four years after the operation, with the expansion of the internal inguinal ring over the underlay and onlay patches. This problem was solved with the additional onlay patch with no need of removing the PHS mesh which was in the primary position. Funiculocoele in one patient was solved by taking out the PHS mesh in the other hospital, without any information how the hernia was resolved. Our results with this modification show low rate of the recurrences and late complications. Only one patient had chronic pain, reported also by other authors, which lasted up to 6 months.

It is well known that the beginning and the development of the indirect inguinal hernias are connected with the pain in the inguinal region. The pain is caused by nerves of the ilioinguinal region, especially with the genital branch of the genitofemoral nerve, ilioinguinal nerve, sympathetic nerves (testicular plexus) which are included in spermatic cord. The pain during the developing of indirect inguinal hernia is not proportional to the size of the internal inguinal ring defect. The classification of indirect inguinal ring size is more descriptive than the need for the certain type of hernioplasty. Even in recurrent indirect inguinal hernias the pain is very common.

We believe that the low incidence of the chronic pain in this modification technique is the result of less manipulation in the region of internal inguinal ring, as well as no pressure on the spermatic cord by the connector, with making the Y incision on the onlay patch. The low incidence of the pain is established with the usage of Prolene stitches for onlay mesh fixation and obligatory identification and avoidance of the nerves with the stitches.

Although the telephone survey was very considered of the postoperative pain, as well as for the general satisfaction with the operation, the majority of the patients declared they would have the same operative procedure if necessary. One unsatisfied patient reported his disappointment with the laparoscopic appendectomy which was performed in the same act and not with the inguinal hernia repaired. With obtained data on the satisfaction and the low incidence of postoperative pain, we conclude that this modified technique is very acceptable for all the patients who underwent the operation.

The majority of the patients in this study were elderly patients, unlike some other studies, with some other comorbidities, so the antibiotic prophylaxis and general anesthesia were justified. The antibiotic prophylaxis was the reason why we did not have wound infections.

The absence of local or regional anesthesia in this study did not have any influence on postoperative pain. This technique could be done in local anesthesia, regarding new trends in hernioloogy with shorter hospital stay, especially in hernia clinics.

Non-plugged PHS technique is safer and much easier to learn than some other open techniques, and especially laparoscopic techniques, which are more demanded with much longer learning curves.

In this study, we have two lesions of inferior epigastric blood vessels, during the transversal fascia transaction, which were solved by ligations.

With this technique, we solved primary, bilateral and recurrent hernias and showed that this technique is applicable for all indirect inguinal hernias results, despite of some other studies in which PHS for recurrent hernias were not used.

**Conclusion**

Original modification of Prolene Hernia System™ hernioplasty in non-plugged fashion is a safe modification of the original technique for solving the primary and recurrent indirect inguinal hernias, regarding our 11-year experience in tertiary surgical centre. Low incidence of the recurrence and chronic pain many years after the operation justifies this procedure even in hospitals not specialized for the hernioplasty. The major advantage of this modification is the absence of the connector in the internal inguinal ring and its pressure on the spermatic cord and nerves, as well as its position which does not interfere with intraperitoneal organs.
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